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It is pointed out that fluctuating magnetic fields are generated on an ion time scale in laser-induced plasmas
in the limitv!vpewherev is the perturbation frequency andvpe is the electron plasma oscillation frequency.
It is not the electron temperature perturbation that is crucial for the so-called magnetic electron drift vortex
modes, as has been suggested previously. Some different electromagnetic and purely magnetic perturbations
near the ion acoustic wave frequency in nonuniform plasmas have been proposed to be responsible for the
generation ofB fields. In the high-frequency range, propagation parallel to external gradients can give rise to
instabilities of the radiation modes.@S1063-651X~96!05909-0#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Gj, 52.35.Fp, 52.50.Jm

Despite a great deal of work in this direction, the phenom-
enon of magnetic field generation is still not well understood.
It is generally believed that the main source of magnetic
fluctuations in laser-induced plasmas is the first-order baro-
clinic effect, i.e., the term¹n03¹Te1Þ0 ~wheren0 is the
equilibrium plasma density andTe1 is the linear electron
temperature perturbation! @1–9#. To the best of our knowl-
edge, all the previous work on this topic discussed the pos-
sibility of magnetic field generation by electron motion
alone. It has been assumed that the magnetic field and the
associated instabilities can appear on an electronic time
scale. The electron temperature perturbation is assumed to be
adiabatic in collisionless plasmas. A lot of work on the linear
and nonlinear propagation and instabilities of the so-called
magnetic electron drift vortex~MEDV! modes has appeared
in the literature@1–18# without considering ion response,
with the assumptionvpi!v!vpe ~wherevpi ,vpe are ion
and electron plasma oscillation frequencies andv is the per-
turbation frequency!.

The displacement current is ignored and therefore Am-
pere’s law implies¹•(n0Ve1)50 and hencene150 ~where
ne1 ,Ve1 are the linear density and fluid velocity of electrons,
respectively!.

Since for hydrogen plasmavpe /vpi;43, the assumption
v!vpe suggests thatv can be nearvpi . In this case, to
ignore ion dynamics does not seem to be justified. Moreover
for such low-frequency perturbations~where sometimes elec-
tron inertia is ignored! electrons can be considered isother-
mal instead of adiabatic. The stable surfacelike MEDV
modes with density gradient along thex axis and wave vec-
tor k5 ŷk, widely discussed in the literature, has the linear
dispersion relation

v25G2, ~1!

whereG25(2/3a)l2kn
2v te

2 k2, kn5udxlnn0u, a511l2k2, and
l25c2/vpe

2 .
Note thatkn

21 is the density gradient scale length. Apply-
ing this result to some laser-induced plasmas, e.g.,
n0;1022 cm23, Te0;1 keV orn0;1020, Te0;100 eV, one
notices that for short wavelengthsk;105 in the presence of
a steep density gradientkn;104 cm, with local approxima-
tion kn!k, the frequency of perturbationv turns out to be

less than or nearvpi . Hence one should take into account
the ion response as well. The assumptionvpi!v does not
seem to be valid, in general.

Furthermore one notices that it is not the term
¹n03¹Te1 that is responsible for the generation of the mag-
netic field. The general argument is that, ignoring ion motion
and the displacement current in Ampere’s law, one obtains

n0Ve152
c

4pe
¹3B1 . ~2!

The curl of this equation actually gives

n0¹3Ve11¹n03Ve15
c

4pe
¹2B1 . ~3!

If one divides Eq.~2! with n0 and then takes the curl, the
second term on the left-hand side~lhs! does not appear. The
rhs remains the same because for surface waves
¹n0•¹3B150.

Similarly the curl of the equation of motion,

men0] tVe152en0E12¹pe1 , ~4!

does not give

] t¹3Ve152
e

me
¹3E11

1

men0
¹n03¹Te1 . ~5!

The thermoelectric term in Eq.~5! appears due to inappro-
priate ordering of mathematical steps, i.e., first dividing by
n0 and then taking the curl. Thus the term (¹n03¹Te1)
artificially becomes the source for theB1 field in the preced-
ing studies. Here the subscripts naught~0! and one~1! denote
the eqilibrium and perturbed quantities, respectively.

From our point of view, when we take the curl of Eq.~4!,
the term (¹3¹pe1) vanishes and hence theB field is not
coupled withTe1. Therefore, we reconsider the theory of
magnetic field generation.

In this paper we present a mechanism of magnetic field
generation in the frequency regimesv2!vpe

2 andvpe,v.
For the sake of generality, perturbations are assumed to be in
thexy plane. The ion temperature is ignored in both the fre-
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quency limits for Ti!Te. First we consider the casev
!vpe . For these low-frequency fluctuations electrons are
assumed to be isothermal.

The electron and ion fluid velocities are obtained from
their equations of motion, respectively,

Ve15
i

v H 2
e

me
E12v te

2 ¹ne1
n0

J ~6!

and

V i15
ie

miv
E1 . ~7!

The second term on the rhs of Eq.~6! comes from the term
¹pe1 in Eq. ~4!. We have assumed static equilibrium; there-
fore the Lorentz force does not enter in linear theory of un-
magnetized plasmas. Substituting¹•(n0Ve1) from Eq. ~4!
into the electron continuity equation, one obtains

ne1
n0

52
e

mea
~knx̂–E11¹•E1!, ~8!

wherea5v22v te
2 k2. SinceTi0 is ignored, the ion continuity

equation yields

ni1
n0

5
e

miv
2 ~knx̂–E11¹•E1!. ~9!

Let us introduce in the usual manner the electrostatic and
magnetic vector potentialf andA so that

E52¹f2
1

c
] tA ~10!

with Coulomb gauge¹•A50.
The quasineutrality gives rise to a coupling betweenA1x

andf1,

F~v!S qk2f11
iv

c
knA1xD50, ~11!

where

F~v!5
v2vpe

2 1avpi
2

v2a
~12!

andq512 i (kxkn /k
2).

For kn50, F(v)50 gives an electrostatic ion acoustic
mode with dispersion relationv25cs

2k2, where cs
2

5Te /mi . On the other hand, ifknÞ0 andf150, one may
obtain a purely magnetic wave near ion acoustic frequency,

v25lDe
2 k2vpi

2 5cs
2k2, ~13!

wherelDe5(T0/4pn0e
2)1/2 is the electron Debye length. It

is interesting to note that we obtain the same linear disper-
sion relation forf150 or A1x50 in nonuniform plasmas.
The question arises whether the fluctuations nearv;csk in
such plasmas represented by Eq.~11! are electrostatic
or purely magnetic. Letf185ef1 /Te0 and A1x8 5(v
/ck)(eA1x /Tc0) . Then Eq.~11! implies

uA1x8 u;U kkn
Uuf18u. ~14!

Sincek/kn@1 within the local approximation, we expect
the shorter wavelength perturbations to behave dominantly
as magnetic. Equation~11! suggests that one should find an-
other relation between f18 and A1x8 . Moreover,
csk,v,v tek is also possible. Therefore, for the sake of
generality we retain the displacement current in Ampere’s
law,

¹3B15
4p

c
J11

1

c
] tE1 . ~15!

Now we look for the contribution of ion and electron vortici-
ties toB1 field generation and let bothf1 ,A1x be nonvanish-
ing. Then the Poisson equation gives instead of Eq.~11! the
following relation:

@12qF~v!#f185 i
kn

k
F~v!A1x8 , ~16!

whereA1y52kxA1x /ky has been used. The curl of Eq.~15!
gives

~c2k22v2!B154pn0ec$~¹3V i11knx̂3V i1!

2~¹3Ve11knx̂3Ve1!%. ~17!

Using Eqs.~6! and ~7! in Eq. ~16!, one obtains

$2v21c2k21q~vpe
2 1vpi

2 !%A1x8 5 i
knky

2

k3
~vpe

2 1vpi
2 !f18 .

~18!

Equations~16! and~18! give the linear dispersion relation
for these electromagnetic low-frequency waves,

$~v22qvpi
2 !~v22v te

2 k2!2qvpe
2 v2%$v22c2k2

2~vpe
2 1vpi

2 !q%

5S knky
k2 D 2~vpe

2 1vpi
2 !$v2~vpe

2 1vpi
2 !

2vpi
2 v te

2 k2%. ~19!

This is a sixth-order polynomial. In the limitv2, vpi
2

!vpe
2 it reduces to a quadratic equation,

H ~v te
2 k21qvpe

2 !~c2k21qvpe
2 !2S knky

k2 D 2vpe
4 J v2

5vpi
2 v te

2 k2F ~c2k21qvpe
2 !q2S knky

k2 D 2vpe
2 G . ~20!

We choose plasma parameters of@9#, i.e., n051022

cm23, Te051 keV, kn;33103, and kx5ky . Then Fig. 1
shows that these electromagnetic perturbations can become
unstable and the real frequencyv is of the order ofG @3,5,7#.
The growth rate of one of these modesg1 is of the order of
a nanosecond (; laser pulse duration!. Choosing a steeper
density gradientkn;104 cm21, in another example@8# with
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n051020 cm23 and Te05100 eV, kx;(0.1)ky , one finds
again one of the modes to be unstable with the same order of
magnitude, i.e., thee-folding time of the instability is in a
nanosecond range within the local approximationkx ,ky
@kn . The behavior of the real and imaginary frequencies is
shown in Fig. 2 for this case.

On the other hand,kx50 gives the stable surface wave-
like modes

v2;

vpi
2 v te

2 k2F ~c2k21vpe
2 !2S knky

k2 D 2vpe
2 G

@v te
2 k2c2k21vpe

2 ~vpe
2 1c2k2!#

. ~21!

Similarly, in the high-frequency range surface wavelike
purely magnetic perturbations in an electron plasma were
studied @19# assuming the term (¹n03¹Te1) to be the
source ofB1. The adiabatic electron temperature fluctuations
were obtained from the equation

] tTe11Ve1•¹pe01~g21!¹•Ve150, ~22!

whereg is the ratio of specific heats and is equal to53 for
ideal electron gas. The linear dispersion relation@Eq. ~2! of
@19## can be written as

v25vpe
2 1c2k21v te

2 k2
knkT

k2
f ~v,kn ,kT!

S 12
v

vpe
D 3 , ~23!

wherev te is the electron thermal velocity. The equation is
not valid at resonancev5vpe wherek50. This is the case
of electrostatic plasma oscillations for the cold electron
plasma. The local approximation requiresk@kn ,kT , and the
validity of the classical physics demandsv te

2 !c2. Hence the
last term on the rhs in Eq.~23! is a very small contribution of
temperature fluctuations to the ordinary mode radiation. But
this small term can be responsible for the instability of these
surface wavelike magnetic fluctuations.

From our point of view, the adiabatic electron tempera-
ture fluctuation can contribute to the electrostatic plasma
waves but not to the radiation mode because¹3¹pe150.

Electromagnetic radiation can propagate in the plasma
with k2.vpe

2 /c2. In the limit k2,vpe
2 /c2, i.e., relatively

longer wavelength, electrostatic plasma oscillations can
propagate in hot electron uniform plasmas with the disper-

sion relationv2;vpe
2 1 3

2 v te
2 k2. Since both (v,k) regimes

are different for these modes, they do not couple linearly in
the plasma. However, the temperature fluctuations can
couple with electrostatic plasma oscillations and cause elec-
trostatic instabilities if certain conditions are satisfied.

In magnetized fusion plasmas, in general,n0;1015

cm23 (vpe;1014) andTe0;10 keV. Hence plasma waves
and the ordinary~O! mode (v25c2k21vpe

2 ) have clearly
different regimes of wavelengths.

Here for clarity of physics, we only consider the purely
magnetic perturbations in the high frequency regime which
are more relevent to the present study. Substituting
(¹3Ve11¹n0 /n03A1) from Eq. ~4! in Ampere’s law, we
obtain

v25c2k21vpe
2 ~12 iP !, ~24!

whereP5kxkn /k
2. This is the O-mode radiation in homo-

geneous plasma~i.e., for P50). We notice that the high
frequency purely magnetic fluctuations can become unstable
if they do not propagate as surface waves~i.e., if kxÞ0) with
the conditionP,0 or kxkn,0.

For illustrative purposes, let us taken0;1020, kn;103

andkx;53104. Then real and imaginary frequencies of dis-
persion relation~24! turn out to be, respectively,v r;1015

sec21 and g;1012 sec21. The growth rate is ten times
larger than predicted by Eq.~20! and a thousand times larger

FIG. 1. Mode 1 is growing with wave vector and mode 2 is
damped. Heren051022 andTe051 KeV.

FIG. 2. Mode 1 is unstable and mode 2 is damped. Here
n51020 andTe05100 eV.
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than estimates of Eq.~21!. It is expected that the dissipative
mechanisms can reduce the growth rate in such highly colli-
sional plasmas.

In summary, we have reexamined the theory of magnetic
field generation. In the frequency regimev2!vpe

2 , it has
been shown that the role of ions has been overlooked in
previous investigations. It is not the adiabatic electron tem-
perature fluctuation which is the main source forB-field gen-
eration in nonuniform unmagnetized plasmas. Rather, it is
the ion and electron density fluctuations and their vorticities
which give rise to enormous magnetic field perturbations.

Furthermore, a different purely magnetic mode near ion ac-
coustic frequency has been pointed out. The coupling of
f1 andA1x can give rise to instabilities of these perturba-
tions in nonuniform plasmas. The frequency range of Eq.
~21! is the same as that of Eq.~1!, whose derivation is not
convincing to us. Therefore, we suggest that it is not the
MEDV modes of Eq.~1! that are responsible for the genera-
tion of magnetic field; rather, these are due to electromag-
netic modes of Eqs.~20! or ~21!.

The author is grateful to Dr. M. Salahuddin and Dr. S.
Mujahid for several useful discussions.
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